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The perceptron is one of the simplest discriminative classifiers. In this exercise you
will edit a small Python script for training and prediction with the perceptron, and
practice version control with git.

Exercise 1: Getting code and data, making predictions.

Download perceptron.tgz (contains code and data) from the course home page and
unpack it. Run training with the command

python perceptron_training.py -p=enron1/ham/ -n=enron1/spam/ -m=model1

Report the training error after 1, 10, 20 and 50 training iterations.
Run testing with the command

python perceptron_testing.py -p=enron2/ham/ -n=enron2/spam/ -m=model1

Report the testing error.

Exercise 2: Creating a git project.

Create a git project (on your computer) corresponding to the directory containing the
code. Use .gitignore to ignore the data subdirectory, the compiled code and all files
created by your environment (editor, IDE, etc). Add all other files to the new project.

Add this new project to GitHub (or Bitbucket, or GitLab), i.e. create an empty
project on one of those platforms. Then, set up the ssh keys correctly, so that you don’t
have to enter your password all the time. Finally, you can push the local content to
GitHub (Bitbucket, GitLab).

Exercise 3: Making changes.

Make the following changes to the project. Create a feature branch for the changes,
which you then merge into the main branch. Make sure to use informative commit
messages that allow to track your changes.
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• Modify perceptron training.py such that after every training iteration the error on
the test data is additionally written out. Report the testing error after 1, 10, 20
and 50 training iterations.

• Add a script perceptron.sh that does not need any additional arguments. If called
from the top-level directory of the project, this script should run the modified
perceptron training.py with the appropriate arguments.

Exercise 4: Pull requests.

Partner up with someone else from the class, send her instructions to clone the project.
Your partner should run the code in your project, and review it for improvements (func-
tional, stylistic ...). Your partner should make changes to the code:

• First, add a README that summarizes the content of the project. Search the
log of the project to find the commit id in which the first version of perceptron.sh,
write this commit id into the README file.

• Then either, add additional comments directly to perceptron training.py.

• Or, refactor and improve the code.

Your partner should submit the changes as a pull-request, which you then integrate
into the project.

SUBMITTING YOUR RESULTS:
Send instructions on how to clone the project (together with the reported training and

testing errors) to beroth@cis.lmu.de (user beroth on Bitbucket and GitHub) . Make
sure the project is set up so that it actually can be cloned by me.
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